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Cerebral palsy is still a current theme among children’s diseases. Regular rehabilitation at the earliest stage helps markedly 
to moderation and stabilization of physical condition of these patients. The important point is a choice of the appropriate 

type of rehabilitation for a specific patient, one of which is a facilitation. The aim of this work was to evaluate the effect of 
rehabilitation on gross motor functions of patients with cerebral palsy through facilitation of walking and controlled crawling 
on all fours by devices Lokomat® and Combofit®. Patients underwent 20 therapy sessions twice a week in devices Lokomat® 
and Combofit®. We have chosen international testing using the gross motor function measure to assess the level of impact of 
treatment. Assessment has been realized before and after the therapy. Data were obtained from medical records of patients. 
Group consisted of 8 patients with cerebral palsy diagnoses aged between 8-21 years. Four patients have undergone the therapy 
by using Lokomat® device and four others have undergone the therapy by using Combofit® device. After using both devices, we 
have noticed improvement of several motor functions in all patients. Patients rehabilitated by Lokomat® device have achieved 
little better results than those rehabilitated by Combofit® device. In the future we recommend more frequent rehabilitation 
using these devices in several institutions.
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